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We find 
we prove: 
lower kunds on eigenvalue multiplicities for highly symmetric graphs. In partictiar 
I.. If r is distance-regular with valency k and girth g (g 2 4). and A (A # *k) IS an 
eigenvalue of r, then the multiplicity of h is at least 
k(& - #e/41-1 if g=O or 1 ,‘mod 4), 
2( k - 1)[“4’ ifs=2 or 3(mod4) 
where [ J denotes integer part. 
emem 2. If the automorphism group of a regular graph r with girth g (g 3 4) and valency k 
acts transitively on s-arcs for some s, 1 c s ~[$g], !hen the multiplicity of any eigenvalue h 
(A # *k) is a; least 
k(k - l)“‘*-’ if s is ewn, 
2(& - l)(s -lb/2 ifs is odri. 
It is VJvell known that the eigenvalues of highly symmetric graphs tend to have 
high multiplicities. For example in [l], ggs shows that for any symmetric graph 
with vatlency k, every eigenvalue A ( *k) has multi@icity X. In [6] Smith 
geqsralizes this result. We proves that for any regular graph r with valency k 
(k 2 3) whose automorphism group acts transitively on s-arcs, any eigenvalue 
A (A # LA) for r has multiplicity at least s + 1. Corollary 2 the present paper 
shows that the lower bound is actually much larger than that. 
e applied to the problem of determining t 
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Corollary 1. See fsor exam Id:, exercise 21C in [I, p. 1461. It is not known if the 
results presented here are independent in condition’. S3e [2]. 
will denote ti .,,nite a subset of the 
is a sequence of s +I ve~ices 
be the length of the: shortest path connecting them. The ~~u,~~~~~ of a graph 1$ is 
the maxim?lm value the distance function a takes on. We say a path 
{ Qo, q, . . . . u,) for some s is closed if v. = u,. e girth g of any graph is the 
minimum length of a closed path containing more than one vertex. If Y is any 
vertex in IT, then w note by ri(U) the set of vertices a distance i from O. Then 
~*(~) is the set of vertices adjacent o 2). We say I’ is ~~g~~Zu~ with ~~~~~cy k if
>t = k for all v E ‘114s. 
% is a subset of the vertex set we define the vertex ~~~g~~~~ r’ induced 
by X by 
VI-’ = and EP = ((u, v) 1 u, v E X and (w, v) E ET}. 
I[f F is a subset of El”, then the e~g~-s~~g~~~~ P’ induced by F is defined by 
VP =: (u 1 there exists a v E VT where (u, v) E F} and EP = F. 
For any graph P with it vertices and diameter n, we have d + 1 tt x n ~~s~~~ce 
matrices A, (0 s i s d) whose rows Bnd columns are indexed by the vertices in r 
and 
Auu = (OFidd). 
Note that ~4% = A is the usual adjaee~cy matrix and A0 = jr, the identity matrix. 
Since r is ~nd~e~ted, A is sy~e~ic and nee has n (not necessarily disbud) 
real eigenval>es which we will refer to as the eigenvalues of K We think of the 
adjacency matrix A as acting on the vector space of functions from the set of 
verviees in r to the complex numbers. From this point of vkeur an eigenvector for 
eigenvalue A is a function 0” : --# 6: Yvhere for each x E VT 
association scheme 
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ber Sjki of MI E S with (u, W)E & and 
only on i, j, and k. 
< i s r) in an association scheme Y we can define a? ISI x ISI 
Set B, = We call the matrices (0 G i s r) the association matrices for Y. Se 2 
II3 or the basic theory of association schemes. 
elDw we discuss graphs on whose vertex set a special kind of association 
scheme can be placed. To keep our notation simple we make the following 
definition. 
on W. 
A graph I’ is an s-graph if the dis:ance matrio?s A, = 
ong the association matrices of some associatir;rl scheme 
Note that (i) in DefKtion 
Below are two important 
1 imphies for 
examples of 
s 2 1, that 
s -graphs. 
an s-graph must be xgular . 
A graph r with diameter d is distance-regular if the complete set of 
atrices I, A, A*, . . . , Ad comprise the association matrices for an 
association scheme on VT. Any such graph is a d-graph. See [1,2, S] for a 
discussion of distance-regular graphs. 
A graph r with girth g whose automorphism group acts transitively 
f s-arcs in r is an m-graph, where ypz = min{s, [$g]j. This follows from 
the fact that the orbits of the automorphism gro ‘s action on the two element 
subsets of VI forms an association scheme which ludes I, A, . . . , A, among its 
association matrices. For a discussion of these graphs see Cl], [4], and [7]. 
We will be using the following well known property of s-graphs. 
t r be an s-graph (s 22) ith valency k and girth g (g 2 4) and 
= n, fclr some n E Z’. any eigenvtdue of the adjacency mat 
ve is a selS of n (possib ist~~ct) e~ge~~~ecto~s (o-~ 1 u E ‘1 for 
satisfying 
(2) 
(3) 
2. 
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By Definition 2, there i:;) an association scheme Y 03 Vr with 
. , A, among its associatiion m be the remain- 
Ing association matrices ror Y, ii” any. is well known that the association 
matrices for any association scheme Y form the basis for an algebra Se(Y) over 
the complex numbers. See, ior instance, [3]. 
Let m be the multiplicity of the eigenvalue A of A. Suppose b(x) is the minima.1 
polynomial of A, and let 
Set 
h(x) = 6(x)/(x -A). 
E =: nh(A)/nzh(A). 
Then since 
(A -- A)h(A) = b(A) = 0, 
we have 
AE= ---$-$A-h)h(A)+$$=E. 
I 
(4) 
Let (q, 1 IJ E VI-‘) be functions CT, : Vr + C defined by 
a,(u) - Euu. 
We claim these functions are the desired eigenvectors for A. The fact that they 
are eigenvectors for A follows directly from (4). Note that the eigenvalues of E 
are n/m and 0, with multiplicities ni and n - m, respectively. Thus the trace of E 
is n. Since E is a polynomial in A, it is in d(Y), and so can be written in the form 
5 
E= aiA4g + i CYiBi, (Yi EC (OGiSr). 
i=O i =s+l 
6) 
Since A0 = I, the diagonal entries of E are all (Ye, which, since JE has trace n, must 
all be 1. Thus a,(u) = 1 (U E Vr). From (5), for any i (Osi GT), o,(u) = cyI when 
U( U, o) = i. In particular q,(u) depends only on a(u, u) for a(~!, v) G s. 
Since cq, (u E VT) is an eigenvector for the adjacency matrix A, we obtain from 
(1) that for all U, v C: v1B 
q(w) = ha;,(u). (f9 
d(w. W)” I 
It follows from (5) that for any v E Vr the value of a,,(u) at u E r,(u) is always (Y 1. 
is and (6) imply that 
, = aoA == A. 
If u E F,(u) {and remembering that the girth g is at least 4), thfe value of cr, (w) at 
E&( 21 and a2 otherwise. T”Gs and (6) 
Solving for til and a2 WE, obtain 
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t F be an s-graph. (4 ~~~~-s~~g~~~~ T of If*is an edge sub~a~h of 
I’ satisfying the conditions 
(i) T is a tree ; 
(ii) For any U, 2, E VT, a(u, v) (in T) = a(t.4, u) (in r); 
(iii) &.-i, ~1 Gs for r.4,trE VT. 
A vertex u in VT is called a ~~~~ if it is contained in on y one edge of T. 
We can now prove the main theorem. 
%o Let r be a~ s-g~up~ (s a 2) ~v~~~ Gary g (g 3 4) a& ~ff~e~~y k, and let 
T be a tree-subgraph of r. 7’hen the multiplicity of any eigenvalue h of r (h # *k) is 
at least the rwmber of leaves in T. 
. We can assume [VT\ > 2. Let A (A # *k) be given and let {o, 1 ‘o E VT) be 
the set of eigenvectors for A specified in Lemma 1. We East take care of a special 
case. If every vertex in T is a leaf, then T must consist of two adjacent vertices 
which we der;lote by p and 4. From mma 1 the values of oP and CF,~ on 
VT = {p, q} are (1, A/k) and (A/k, 1) ctively. Since A # =t k, up and q, are 
independent vectors and so the multiplicity of A is at least two, as desired. 
Now suppose there is at least cne vertex in T which is not a leaf. We pick such 
a vertex p and think of it as the root of the tree T. Set U& = ri(p) f3 VT (0 s i G s). 
Next define a nested sequence of vertex sub~aphs Ti (0~ i S s) of T whose 
vertex sets are givr?n by 
VT~=~~l~~~,p)~i for ZEVT) (OSiSs). 
Next, define an equrvalence relation - on VT by: u - u when 
(9 a(& P) = a(% PJ = i for some i(0 s i G s), and 
(ii) there is a w E VT with a( !N, p) = i - 1 and w is adjacent to 
In other words vertices M and TV are 
‘ger~~ration’ and share a common ‘~mr~led~ate 
arbitrary representativ 
e equivalence class 
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(i) The value of o; -a, at v and fi is fiat 0 (vf i7). 
(ii) FOB v E Ui (1 < i s S) with v # 17, t --UC on VTi-{V)-{fi} is 
identically 0. 
(iii) There is no n -trivial linear combination of vectors in Si (1 s i S S) that ‘h 
identically 0 on all Tie In particular, the vectors in S, (1 G i G s) are indepen- 
dent. 
Proof of (i). This follows directly from Iemma 1, whlich says that since 
a(t), 6) = 2, o,(a) = cc(v) # 1, whereas a,(v) = cr&) = 1. 
,Proof of (ii). Since v and u’ are leaves in the tree Ti, they are connected to the 
rest of Ti via their common ancestor, which we will call X. The distance from any 
vertex w in VT- {v)-{G} to v or v’ is thus 1 +a(w, x). In particular a(w, v) = 
a(w, u’). But then Iemma 1 implies o,(w)= ~Jw), and so a,(w)-g6(w) = 0. 
iProof of (iii). (i) and (ii) imply that for any given vertex v (v # ti) in Vi (1 G i G 
s), 0” - a, is the only vector in §i whose value at v is nonzero. Thus any linear 
combination of vectors in Si whose values are 0 on VTi could not include cr, - a,. 
Since v was arbitrary, none of the vectors in Si could be included, and so on such 
linear combination exists. Hence the vectors in Si (1 s i G s) are independent. 
Next we show that the vectors in A4 are all independent. Suppose we had a 
linear combination of vectors in A4 that was identically 0 on VT Let L be the set 
of vectors in A4 whose coefficients in this combination are nonzero. From claim 
(ii) we see that up, the single vector in So, could not in L since it is the only vector 
in M whose value at p is nonzero. By induction assume that for some i (I G i < s), 
none of the vectors in So U S1 U - l 9 U Si-1 are in L. Claims (i) znd {ii) imply that 
Out of Si USi+ltl* . . U S, the vectors in Si are the only ones that are not strictly 0 
in VTi. If any vectors in Si were included in L, we would have a linear 
combination of vectors in Si whose value on V7’i was 0. Claim (iii) asserts that this 
can’t happen, and hence no vectors in Si are included in L, This proves that L in 
fact is empty, and the vectors in M are all independent. 
Finally, we show that the number of vectors in M equals the number of leaves 
in T. Let 4 (lsi<(v - .,) denote the number of leaves of T in Ui and let e, (0 < i G s) 
be the number of eiquivalence classes of - whose members are in Ui. Note that 
1, = 1 U’l. We have one vector in S,. For 1 s i G s, we see from (7) that each 
equivalence class of - in Ui containing n vertices for some y1 yielded y1- 1 
vectors for Si: and hence We thus have 
(9) 
r i a2, each vertex in t a leaf gives rise to a 
class of - contained in r of equjivaielrlce classes 
is thus given by 
(2siGs), 
Lines ( 3)-( 11) imply that 
ISil = IUil-lUi-,l+ Ii- 
Is,1 = U1- 1, 
[&)I= 1. 
Thus 
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(2ae), 
s s-l 
= ISI i 
i=O i=l i=l 
= number of leaves in VT. 
We need one simple lemma before we 
Cl 
apply eorem 1. 
. Let r with girth g be a [$g]-graph, and let x be any fixed vertex in VF. 1 
T is aply connected edge subgraph 
6) ah v)s[lg] (in T) 
(ii) a(u, x) G[$g]- 1 (in T) 
Then T is a tree-subgraph of I’. 
0 It is clear from (ii) and the 
(ii) of Definition 3 is satisfied, 
of r satisfying 
u, v E VT, 
x, u E VT. 
definition of girth that T is a tree. To show that 
suppose u, v E VT =e connected by a path 
{U = U(), Ul, . . . , us = 1;) of some length s in T. Then a(u, v) = s ~[ig] (in T). We 
want to show that a$, v) = s in r By induction, assume that a(u, us-J = s - 1 (in 
r). If a(u, v) = r< s - 1 for some r, let {v = vo, vl, . . . , v, = u) be a minimal path 
connecting u and v in r. Since 
we must have us_ 1 # vl, and hence the sequence 
{u, Ul, . . . , 2s-l, 21, Vl, . . . , v, = u) 
is a closed path of le-;lgth ~2s - 1, which is impossitle. ence a(t.i,v)=s in (and 
T). 
ediate consequence of (i) above, and so T 
-1)cR/41-’ if g=Oor 1 ( 
) 
ince any is a ee Y 
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find a tree-subgraph T of r with the appropriate 
and pick any adjacent vertices x ;md y in VI’. Let 
defined by 
mber of leaves. Set s = [.+g] 
e -vertex subgraph of r 
It is easy to check that T satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2, where x is the fixed 
vertex referred to, and hence T is a tree-subgraph. From Theorem 1, the number 
of leaves in ‘I’ is a lower bound on the multiplicity of A. If g = 0 or 1 (mod 4), 
set of in T exactly r,(x) contains k(k l)‘-l vertices. follows 
directly this. If = 2 3 (mod the set leaves in is given 
r, -Ax) c(y) u T,(X) n c-d Y) 
which contains 2(k - 1)” vertices Lire (13) follows direct& from this, and the 
proof is complete. Cl 
. Let r be a regular graph with valency k and girth g (g 34), and 
suppose the automorphism group of r acts transitively on s-arcs for some s, 1 s s 6 
[ig]. Then the multiplicity of aEy eigenvalue A for r (A $ *k) is at least 
k( k - 1)s’2-’ if s is even, 
2(k - 1)‘“~‘“2 if s is odt i. 
detail:. 
T_;e proof here mirrors the proof of Corollary 1, 50 we will not state the 
Let x and y be any adjacent vertices in r From Example 2, r is an 
s-graph, so we can apply Theorer 1 1, letting the tree-subgrap’h T be defined by 
v7- = {V 1 a(v, X) +s,vEVr} ifs iseven 
V’T=(v)a(v,x)d~(s-_)or a(u,y)+(s-l),oEVI‘} ifs is odd. Cl 
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